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Based in Washington DC and Istanbul, OBASE has made MicroStrategy implementations 
and built long term business relations more than 60 companies from different industries. 
OBASE has one of the largest team having dedicated specialists on MicroStrategy having 
the partnership with MicroStrategy over +20 years.

Obase prObase provides Pre-Packaged analytical solutions for Retail, Telco, and Airlines. Partnering 
with leading technology providers, develops value - added, repeatable, industry - specific 
analytical solutions, especially in the Retail, Telecommunications and Airline industries and 
contributes to accurate decision making, based on data and forecasts.
 
Obase enables its clients Obase enables its clients to transform the data - both structured and unstructured - to 
actionable insight, with Data Discovery, Data Mining, Artificial Intelligence and Data 
Visualization technologies. 

Obase Business
Intelligence

Retail in all forms - brick & mortar, 
ecommerce and mcommerce, has a lot of 
moving parts to bring product accessibility 
and convenience to us.Beyond the visible, 
things can easily wrong anywhere within 
the process from sourcing to delivery.

Poor planning, inPoor planning, inconveniences in logistics, 
loss of sales, ine ciencies, fraud, shrinkage, 
excessive inventory or unhappy customers 
are among the common reasons.

TToday, successful retailers don’t reach the 
sweet spot coincidentally. They let data tell 
their story and they act on it. They ask one 
more question: ‘what is likely to happen in 
the future?

Business analytics handles your data - 
time, location, volume, trend and 
significance - and deducts your story. 
Predictive analytics depicts your future 
version. 

Detailer is a business analytics platDetailer is a business analytics platform 
where data is transformed into reliable 
information and information is 
transformed into future predictions,.

This provides a foundation for both 
real-time tactical and long-term
strategic decisions of retail managers.

Business The Solution



Detailer
Detailer is management expertise and 
retail analytics in a box.

The solution includes:
1. Retail Analytics data model
2. Set of operational and strategic
    dashboards and reports
3. Best-practice Retail KPI Library
4.4. Easy configuration data connector
5. Data enrichment

Designed for the use of the Retail managers,
this analytics suite delviers KPIs on
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Developed with MicroStrategy, optimized for Oracle,
Teradata, Netezza and MS SQL databases, Detailer can be 
configured on cloud and on premise. The model 
comprises both day minus 1 and real time data and 
transactional capabilities are made available on the 
interface. 

PredictiPredictive analytics engine is developed by taking 
advantages of the open source R platform, using 
advanced time-series and machine learning 
methodologies. Detailer is implemented easily, in a 
relatively short time.

Detailer Helps
 Understand customer buying behaviors and    
   preferences,
 Create product assortment
 Manage inventory and logistics
  Make the right product pricing, including clearances        
   and promotions
 Provide mobility,
 Create a B2B platform for the supply chain,
 Enable moboile survey and audits for the retail             
   organization

Data Workflow


